Video report on your study abroad semester

The video report can replace the written PDF report for the following scholarships: ERASMUS/PROMOS/MWK/STIBET/Baden-Württemberg-Stipendium

Remember to fill and send the consent declaration together with your video (see last page).

If you don’t have any video editor software on your computer, we recommend two freeware editors: OpenShot Video Editor or ShotCut (both are available for Windows, Linux and MAC) and provide video tutorials to understand the software.

Technical Instructions:

- Landscape format (Querformat), not in portrait format (Hochformat)
- Quality: HD 1080p 25 fps
- Max. 2,5 minute clip in total
- Don’t use any music or embedded videos, we might get problems with the licence for the music/videos
- Don’t spotlight any person except yourself.
- Don’t provide any personal details except your first name
- Language of the video shall be either German or English
- You can use spoken text or subtitles in your video, whatever you prefer
- Remember that we cannot hear you if the background noise is high.

Content:

Please follow the script book:

- First name
- Degree programme
- Exchange semester to _________________(Name of university) in _________________(country)
- Scholarship (if applicable)
- This is the university where I study: (show the main building, your classrooms, the cafeteria, sports area, common area, party place, whatever is of interest on campus…)
- I live here: (show your building, if possible also your room/apartment/kitchen/common room/bathroom/surroundings, …)
- Leisure activities (show some places to visit in the city, nice cafés, interesting bars or clubs, nature, sports places,…)
- Give 3 “Must do”/ “Don’t miss” to finish your video

Each video will get a frame from the university so that it is easy recognizable.
Consent declaration

I, _________________________ (full name), give my consent that the video on my experiences on the study abroad semester can be displayed on the university website and may also be used for promotional purposes in social networks or in the Albstadt-Sigmaringen University YouTube channel.

Date:

Signature: